In the past year, AATSP Buckeye has promoted the following membership activities:

We have hosted a speaker on OPI training from Ohio University, as well as hosting an OWL training workshop.

Unfortunately, we were not able to hold an Immersion Weekend this past year, but we are hopeful of hosting an immersion weekend in the 2016-2017.

We had a change of leadership, in that multiple officers resigned their positions, and we had been looking for interims until we vote this year.

As the 2016-2017 year opens, AATSP Buckeye has some events and notices to make.

We have completed our 2015 financial reporting and should be getting a reimbursement that we can use to promote member activity in the following year.

AATSP Buckeye is preparing for the OFLA/Central States joint conference. At the conference, we will be having a workshare session in which members from the Central States regions can come and share work that they do in their classes. In the same session we will be holding the AATSP Buckeye chapter annual meeting. This year we will be voting on new officers for the 2016-2018 term, and will discuss upcoming events.
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